Church Lites

Cole offers Church Lites that provide efficient illumination combined with elegant designs and quality construction. Fixtures are available as chain or stem mounted chandeliers, wall sconces, and surface ceiling luminaires. All fixtures are provided with white acrylic diffusers and medium or dark metallic bronze polyester finishes standard. Several finish, diffuser, and accessory options are available to tailor fixtures to particular job requirements.

Modified or custom Church Lites may also be developed to meet your exact specifications. To learn more about our custom capabilities and comprehensive range of standard lighting fixtures, call us directly or contact your local Cole representative.
160 Series

Description
Stem or chain-suspended, wall and ceiling mounted, Gothic or Romanesque-inspired hexagonal luminaires with dimming or split circuitry for two-level fluorescent illumination and an optional separate incandescent downlight for the chandeliers. Fluorescent lamps provide efficient, warm light and long lamp life. Numerous other design options allow customizing for individual job requirements. Photometric data is available.

Features
Diffusers are .125” white acrylic. Other diffuser colors, textures, and materials are available. The finish is medium or dark metallic bronze polyester. Integral multiple-lamp electronic ballasts are wired for compact or T8 fluorescent lamps. 120V is standard with 277V optional. An optional single incandescent reflector lamp downlight in chandeliers has concentric louver assembly below for glare control. Mounting plate above canopy mounts to ceiling structure and covers junction box.
170 Series

Description
Stem or chain-suspended, wall and ceiling mounted cylindrical acrylic luminaires with wood accents, dimming or split circuitry for two-level fluorescent illumination and an optional separate incandescent downlight. Fluorescent lamps provide efficient, warm light and long lamp life. Numerous other design options allow customizing for individual job requirements. Wall and ceiling versions of this design are available. Photometric data is available.

Features
Diffusers are .125" white acrylic. Other diffuser colors, textures, and materials are available. The finish on canopy and stem is medium or dark metallic bronze polyester. The wood accents are stained golden oak unless otherwise specified. Integral multiple-lamp electronic ballasts are wired for compact or T8 fluorescent lamps. 120V is standard with 277V optional. An optional single incandescent reflector lamp downlight in chandeliers has concentric louver assembly below for glare control. Mounting plate above canopy mounts to ceiling structure and covers junction box.
180 Series

Description
Stem or chain-suspended, wall and ceiling mounted cylindrical acrylic luminaires with top and bottom trim and optional banding, dimming or split circuitry for two-level fluorescent illumination and an optional separate incandescent downlight. Fluorescent lamps provide efficient, warm light and long lamp life. Numerous other design options allow customizing for individual job requirements. Photometric data is available.

Features
Diffusers are .125” white acrylic. Other diffuser colors, textures, and materials are available. The finish is medium or dark metallic bronze polyester. Integral multiple-lamp electronic ballasts are wired for compact or T8 fluorescent lamps. 120V is standard with 277V optional. An optional single incandescent reflector lamp downlight in chandeliers has concentric louver assembly below for glare control. Mounting plate above canopy mounts to ceiling structure and covers junction box.
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